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Development of thrust stand for low impulse measurement
from microthrusters
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A thrust stand has been developed to accurately measure thrust produced by two types of
microthrusters—a liquid propellant pulsed plasma thruster(LP-PPT) and a diode laser ablation
microthruster. The impulse of LP-PPT ranged from 20 to 80mNs. The diode laser microthruster,
which is a new type of microthruster, produces much lower impulse range of 1–10mNs for about
1 s. The mechanical noise induced from the background vibrations becomes a crucial problem for
precise estimate of thrust particularly in low impulse measurements. A data analysis method to
reduce the effect of mechanical noise is proposed by introducing an additional term in a fitting
function. It was verified that the analysis method used in our experimental conditions reduced
variance caused by noise down to one-third that of a normal fitting method. The accuracy of the
thrust stand is 2.1mNs in the case of the LP-PPT and 0.7mNs in the case of the diode laser

microthruster. ©2004 American Institute of Physics.[DOI: 10.1063/1.1790568]
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I. INTRODUCTION

Microspacecraft has attracted much attention in re
years because they can potentially reduce launch cost
providing myriad mission capabilities. It is necessary to m
iaturize every spacecraft component to achieve microsp
craft production. One component in which a number of
searchers are interested is a microthruster,1 which produce
low impulse of 1–100mNs with an input power of less tha
100 W. To date, many kinds of thrusters have been prop
for microspacecraft.

Electric propulsion generates high specific impulse,
can reduce the size and weight of propellant and its t
However, most electric propulsion systems require a
high power source to function effectively. They are not s
able for microthrusters. Pulsed Plasma Thrusters2 (PPTs)
and Field Emission Electric Propulsions3 (FEEPs) are
considered the only electric propulsion systems that fun
at low power-levels. There has been renewed interest in
recently.

Impulse measurement is strongly required becau
number of microthrusters are repetitively operated in pu
and pulsed thrust is generated. However it is difficul
accurately measure extremely low thrust produced by m
thrusters. In the early stage of space development,
studies have addressed low thrust measurement of m
thrusters, since the main focus at that time was on dev
ing primary propulsion systems. Starket al.4 performed a
study of low thrust measurement during the early 197

They developed a torsional type thrust stand that oscillate
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horizontally and measured thrust of ion engines ranging
5 mN to 200 mN. Notwithstanding, that thrust stand w
quite complex and expensive. Recently, several studies5–11of
low thrust measurement using a thrust stand have been
because of the increasing interest in microthrusters. H5

designed a thrust stand with the same mechanism of St
but with simpler components. He measured impulse of(PPT)
of 300 mNs. Cubbinet al.6 developed an optical interfer
metric proximeter for measuring impulse from PPTs wi
the range of 100mNs–10 Ns. However, most of micr
thrusters produce lower impulse(order of 10mNs) than
100 mNs. Although there are other thrust stands7–11 allowing
measurement of such low thrust, most are specialize
very lightweight thrusters.

In this study a thrust stand has been designed to
rately measure impulse produced by microthrusters.
stand has the same mechanism as Haag’s5 one. In order to
estimate the performance, lower impulses1–80mNsd was
measured and two types of microthrusters: a liquid pro
lant PPT and a diode laser ablation microthruster were
The impulses ranged from 20 to 80mNs and 1–10mNs,
respectively. The mechanical noise induced from the b
ground vibration is a crucial problem for low impulse m
surement. A data analysis method to more accurately e
ate such low impulse was established. By adding addit
term into a fitting function, actual response from mic
thruster was separated from mechanical noise. Our m
reduced the variance down to one-third that of a no

sfitting method.

© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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II. THRUST STAND

A thrust stand addressed here is separated into five
ponents: torsional balance, linear variable differential tr
ducer(LVDT ), electromagnetic damper, and flexural piv
Figure 1 is a schematic diagram of the thrust stand
thruster is installed on the torsional balance and the co
weight is on the other side. The counter weight allowed
rotating structure to be statically balanced. The rotati
axis is supported by two commercially available flexural
ots. That balance swings with the natural period of 4–
Deflection of the balance is detected by the LVDT. An e
tromagnetic damper is installed to depress undesirable v
tions induced by background vibrations. The dampe
turned off before firing a thruster.

Calibration is performed by striking the thrust stand w
an impact pendulum. The impact pendulum strikes a f
transducer attached on the thrust stand. The force trans
records the history of the impulsive force, whose inte
yields the impulse. The impact was varied from 80
300 mNs by changing the initial angle of the pendulum. T
transducer is 13 cm distant from the rotational axis on
balance; a thruster was from 35 to 45 cm according to
thruster configuration. The effective impulse delivered to
thrust stand was 20–80mNs.

III. ANALYSIS OF IMPULSE MEASUREMENT

A. Dynamics of a thrust stand

The momentum equation for the torsional balance w
out damping is

ẍ + v0
2x =

lml I
J

Fstd, s1d

where lm is the arm length to the displacement sensor,x is
the displacement, andx/ lm!1, v0 is the natural angular fre
quency,J is the moment of inertia of the balance about
rotational axis, andFstd is the applied force to the distancel I
away from the rotational axis. To extend the analysis to
cases for which impulsive force approximation is not va
the following force with finite pulse width is considered

Fstd = HI/tF 0 , t ø tF
0 t ø 0,tF , t

, s2d

where I is the delivered total impulse andtF is the pulse
width of the force. Then the solution for Eq.(1) is

xsstd =5A
1 − cosv0t

v0tF
0 , t ø tF

A
sin sv0tF/2d

v0tF/2
sin v0st − tF/2d tF , t

, s3d

whereA is the amplitude whentF→0,

A =
l Ilm
Jv0

I . s4d

The impulse is calculated by measuring this amplitude

comparing it to the result of the calibration.
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B. Analysis method to accurately estimate
the amplitude

The constant:A is usually obtained by fitting the ide
thrust stand responsexsstd on the measured displacement
tory of the balance. However, such measured data al
includes noise. The most serious noise is a mechanica
that is induced on the balance by background vibration
includes many components around the natural frequen
the balance that cannot be excluded by a low-pass filter
associated error becomes serious in case of low im
measurement or on the condition of large mechanical n

Herein, a method separating the actual response o
thrust stand from the mechanical noise is established t
curately measure low impulse. An additional term which
presses the mechanical noise is added in a fitting func
The real mechanical noise includes a number of harm
components. It is assumed that the noise can be expres
a sinusoidal wave with the natural frequency because
chanical noise includes a harmonic component of the na
frequency most of all. Let us express the amplitude of
sine component asAN. Its cosine component is obtained fr
the position att=0, namelyxs0d. Then assume a function

xfstd = xsst;A,v0d + AN sinsv0td + xs0d cossv0td, s5d

which is the sum of an ideal thrust stand response a
simulated noise. ConstantsA and AN are determined whe
this function is fitted on measured data. Consequently
obtainedA would include less effect from the noise. T
period of this curve-fit should be ranged before the thru
firing to reflect the information of the noise. Hence the cu
fit was performed from −T0 to T0, whereT0 is the natura
period of the balance. The Appendix presents discussi
the effect of the fitting period and its optimum value.

C. Verification of analysis methods

Here only the effect of the aforementioned anal
method is shown; the theoretical background is discuss
the Appendix. Noise of the balance was measured d
100 s(the balance was not damped and counterweights
not adjusted). A waveform of 20 s length was arbitrarily e
tracted from that noise data and superimposed on an
impulsive response: a sinusoidal wave with unit amplit
These artificial data simulate actual data that can be obt
from the thrust stand. More than 200 patterns were prep

FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of the thrust stand.
by changing the position of extracting the 20 s waveform.
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The signal-to-noise ratio of those data was five, becaus
standard deviation of the noise was 0.20. Two analysis m
ods, fitting of a simple sinusoidal wave(normal fitting) and
fitting of Eq. (5), were performed for respective artific
data. The original amplitude of the sinusoidal wave was
timated. Table I shows result of the analyses, showing m
values and variances obtained by each method. When E(5)
was used as a fitting function, the variance decreased
to one-third and the mean value agreed more with the
value than normal fitting.

IV. VERIFICATION OF IMPULSE MEASUREMENT

A. Liquid propellant pulsed plasma thruster

Pulsed plasma thruster(PPT)2 is a promising micro
thruster. Liquid propellant pulsed plasma thru
(LP-PPT)11,12 is a PPT using liquid propellant instead
solid Teflon® propellant. The thruster is composed of a
pacitor, parallel plate electrodes, an ignitor plug, and a li
propellant injector. High voltages1.0–3.0 kVd is applied to
the electrodes via capacitors3 mFd. The liquid injector in-
jects a few micrograms of liquid propellant(water) into the
interelectrode space. The ignitor plug induces are discha
between electrodes to a PPT plasma. The electromag
force due to the interaction of the discharge current and
induced magnetic field accelerates the plasma. The LP
addressed here has been described in the references.11,12

In the experiment mechanical noise signals corresp
ing to amN thrust were obtained. However they were m
less than the impulse level produced by the LP-
s100 mNsd. The pulsed width of the force was assumed
because the pulsed discharge of the LP-PPT lasted
10 ms which is much less than the natural period of the th
stand.

TABLE I. Mean values and variances of obtained amplitudes from
different analysis methods: a normal fitting and a sinusoidal wave w
noise wave.

Mean Value:m Variance:s2

Normal fitting 1.0020 0.0306
Fitting with noise 0.9995 0.0124

FIG. 2. Dependence of the averaged impulse on capacitor stored ene

liquid propellant pulsed thruster.
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Figure 2 shows the dependence of the capacitor-s
energy and the impulse. Every plot of impulse is avera
over more than ten shots; the error bars show the asso
standard deviation. The impulse is proportional to
capacitor-stored energy, which is a typical characterist
PPTs. Also, the shot to shot variation ranged 3.8–6.5mNs.
Those variations are much higher than one caused b
mechanical noise, which were estimated less than 1.0mNs.
Those variations would indicate the shot-to-shot variatio
impulse produced by LP-PPT.

B. Diode laser ablation microthruster

A diode laser ablation microthruster13 produces muc
lower impulse than PPTs. It comprises a diode laser, an
tical system, and target fuel. A laser beam from the d
laser is focused on the target fuel and laser ablation
generated to produce thrust. Impulse is variable by chan
laser pulse width, since diode lasers are not storage de
but constant power devices.

Impulse produced by the diode laser ablation thru
was measured to verify low impulse measurement of
thrust stand. The thruster addressed in this study wa
scribed in the reference.14 That impulse ranged 0–10mNs
with laser pulse width of 0–800 ms. It was assumed tha
thrust was generated at constant force during the laser
sion. The analysis method described in Sec. III B was
because the impulse level was comparative with the
chanical noise.

Figure 3 shows the result of measured impulse and
associated ablated mass. Every plot indicates the mea
impulse for a single laser pulse shot. The impulse seem
be proportional to the ablated mass, implying constan
haust velocity for ablation gas. The measured impulses
some variations from constant exhaust velocity line. Th
variations were decreased by the data analysis metho
scribed in Sec. III B. In the case of the normal fitting, nam
using Eq.(3) as the fitting function,R2: the coefficient o
determination was 0.918. On the other hand, using Eq(5),

2
or

FIG. 3. Dependence of measured impulse on the ablated mass for
laser ablation microthruster.
R improved to 0.977.
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V. DISCUSSION: ERROR ANALYSIS

Error of impulse measurement would be induced by
following causes: noise on the displacement sensor, re
tion of a force transducer, resolution of a digital oscillosco
accuracy of the position of a thruster and force transd
deviation of angle of the thrust vector, etc.

Noises on the displacement sensor include mecha
noise and other electrical noises. However, only a low
quency mechanical noise induces errors on the curve fi
procedure and the other high frequency noises contr
little (see Appendix). In our experimental conditions, t
standard deviation of the mechanical noise was only 1.1mNs
against the thruster impulse of 1–80mNs. The force trans
ducer resolution was 90mN from the data sheet. The digi
oscilloscope resolution corresponded to 0.4mNs of impulse
Both positions of the force transducer and the angle o
thrust vector axis of thruster were set within the accurac
0.3 mm and 5°, respectively.

First, presume an error caused by a mechanical n
inducing shot to shot variation when the amplitude of
balance is estimated from displacement data. The acc
of the amplitude determined by the curve fitting under a
trary noise is discussed theoretically in the Appendix.
cording to that result, if normal sinusoidal fitting is p
formed, the associated error of the amplitude would
1.0 mNs. In contrast, if fitting function of Eq.(5) is used, this
error would be decreased down to 0.6mNs of impulse.

Second, the accuracy of the calibration constant is
dressed. It is given as

a =
IFlm
AlF

, s6d

whereIF is impulse measured by the force transducer anlF
is its position from the rotating center of the balance.
uncertainty of the averaged value ofIF overA can be reduce
by increasing the number of measurement points. Actu
the measurement was performed about 20 times for
condition, and those effects were almost negligible. Un
tainty arose mainly from the error of position measurem
of lm andlF. Consequently, a typical calibration constant
49.5±1.2mNs/V.

The total error of impulse measurement is affected
the errors of both calibration constant and measured a
tude;

DI2 < Da2A2 + DA2a2, s7d

whereDA andDa are the uncertainties of the amplitude a
calibration constant, respectively. IfDA/A.Da /a, the am-
plitude error becomes dominant; thereby, our impro
analysis method, curve fit including noise data, would
valid, and vice versa. For instance, for impulse of 1.0mNs,
where the error from the measured amplitude was domi
the total error would be 1.0mNs if normal sinusoidal fittin
were used. If fitting function Eq.(5) were used, this valu
would be decreased down to 0.6mNs. On the other hand, f
impulse of 100mNs, the total error was 2.6mNs, where the
error caused by calibration constant was dominant. Accu
of positions of the thruster and force transducer beco

particularly important.
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APPENDIX: ERROR ASSOCIATED WITH
THE SINUSOIDAL CURVE FIT

When an impulsive force is applied to the balance
stationary state, the displacement history of the balanc
comes

xsstd = H0 t ø 0

A sinsv0td t . 0
, s8d

which is measured as the signal. the amplitudeA is related to
the applied impulse by Eq.(4). However, the balance is n
actually stationary. Mechanical vibrations and other kind
noise are included in actual data. The measured sign
ways includes noise, which causes error of the impulse
surement.

This error is analytically discussed for the case
which the amplitude is determined by the least-squ
method. First, let us express an arbitary noise of the p
f−l /2 ,l /2g as the Fourier series,

xNstd = o
n=1

`

An sinsvnt + dnd, vn =
2np

l
. s9d

Amplitude and phases of its harmonic components are d
mined from the Fourier series of the noise data. Whe
fitting function:

xfstd = H0 t ø 0

Af sinsv0td t . 0
s10d

is fitted on the data with the periodf0,NT0g, whereN is the
arbitary natural numbersn=1,2,3,etc.d, the squared devi
tions is

P =E
0

NT0

fxsstd + xNstd − xfstdg2dt. s11d

Differentiating Eq.(11) with respect toAf and setting it equa
to 0 give the amplitudeAf such that the squared-deviatio
achieves the minimum value. Then the amplitude is obta
as

Af = A +
1

N
o
n=1

`

AnIn
s0,NT0d, s12d

In
sT1T2d =

2

T0
E

T1

T2

sin sv0td sin svnt + dnddt, s13d

where the first term of Eq.(12) is the actual amplitude an
the second term indicates the error caused by the nois
(9). Our interest is in the ensemble averages and varianc
the obtained amplitude. Phases of the harmonic compo
are random within 0 to 2p because the noise is assume
be a random process. Hence,ksinsvnt+dndl=0, and
kIn

s0,NT0dl=0, wherek l denotes the ensemble average; he

kAfl = A. s14d

The mean value determined by the least-squares m
agrees with the real value. Next, we calculate the m

square to obtain the variance.
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kAf
2l = A2 + o

n,m

`

kAnAmlkIn
s0,NT0dIm

s0,NT0dl

= A2 + o
n

`

kAn
2lws0,NT0dsvn/v0d, s15d

ws0,NT0dsxd =
2

N2p2

sin2sNpxd
s1 − x2d2 , s16d

wherekIn
s0,NT0dl=0 and

kIn
s0,NT0dIm

s0,NT0dl =H0, n Þ m

ws0,NT0dsvn/v0d n = m
s17d

was used. To consider nonperiodic process noise, letl →`.
Then the summation becomes an integral. Using the rel

lim
l→`

l

4
kAn

2l = 2pSsvd, s18d

the means-squared of the amplitude becomes the power
trum densitySsvd. Hence,

kAf
2l = A2 + 2E

−`

`

ws0,NT0dsv/v0dSsvddv. s19d

Finally, we obtained the expression of the variance

s2 = 2E
−`

`

ws0,NT0dsv/v0dSsvddv. s20d

Generally the integral of power spectrum of the random
cess gives its mean-square value of it. The functionws0,NTd
3sxd can be regarded as a weighting function, which
shown in Fig. 4. The weighting function forN=1:ws0,NTd
3sxd has a large peak atx=0.8374 with width of 0.4 to 1.3
Hence, noise near the natural frequency contributes gr
to the variance. In contrast, the higher frequency compo
contributes little to the curve fit error because the func
decreases biquadratically. The position of the peak shift
ward x=1 as the fitting period increases, with touching
the curve ofN=1; the peak width becomes narrow.

FIG. 4. Weighting functions for the fitting periods:f0,T0g, f0,2T0g, f−T0,
−T0g, f−2T0,−2T0g, andf−3T0,−3T0g.
Next, let us consider the case in which a function:
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*std = HAN sinsv0td + xs0dcossv0td, t ø 0

Af sinsv0td + AN sinsv0td + xs0dcossv0td, t . 0,

s21d

is used as a fitting function and the fitting range
f−N T0,N T0g, whereN is again an arbitrary natural numb
Then the squared deviations is

P =E
−NT0

NT0

fxsstd + xNstd − xf
*stdg2dt. s22d

Amplitude Af is determined in the same way, as

Af = A +
1

N
o
n

`

AnsIn
s0,NT0d − In

s−NT0,0dd. s23d

The mean value also agrees with the real value and the
ance becomes

s2 = 2E
−`

`

ws−NT0,NT0dsv/v0dSsvddv, s24d

ws−NT0,NT0dsxd =
8

N2p2

sin4sNpxd
s1 − x2d2 . s25d

The variance is again expressed as the integral of the p
spectrum and a weighting function. The weighting funct
for N=1,2, and 3 are theshown in Fig. 4. All those function
become zero atx=1. Thereby the contribution of the noise
the natural frequency is eliminated. They have two la
peaks on both sides of it than the peak of normal fitting
general, the mechanical noise has a sharp peak at the n
frequency, and contributions from those side peaks ar
serious.

TABLE II. Comparison of the variance:s2 of obtained amplitudes fro
theory and actual curve fit, and its dependence on the fitting period.

Fitting period Theory Actual fit

f0,T0g 0.0299 0.0306
f−T0,T0g 0.0122 0.0124
f−2T0,2T0g 0.0105
f−3T0,3T0g 0.0123

FIG. 5. Power spectrum density of the mechanical noise calculated b
from measured displacement of the balance.
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Figure 5 shows the power spectrum calculated from
measured noise. It has a strong and sharp peak at the n
frequency. The integral of Eq.(24) was calculated for eac
weighting function using this spectrum. Table II sho
the result with variances obtained from the actual fitting
the 210 data. Variances calculated from the theory using
(24) agreed well with variances obtained by fitting Eq.(10)
or (21) to the 210 artificial data. Therefore, Eq.(24) was
shown to be valid to estimate the variance which would
generated when the amplitude was obtained by the a
curve fit.

Here we conclude that the variance of the amplitude
termined by least-squares method can be obtained as t
tegral of power spectrum density times an approp
weighting function. Therefore, in order to minimize the
sociated error, we should measure the power spectrum
mechanical noise on the balance and then select the
fitting function and period that minimize the integral of E
(24). For instance, in our experiment, the optimum fitt
method was the fitting functions Eq.(21) and fitting period
f−2T0,2T0g which would reduce the variance down

0.0105(see Table II).
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